REFERENCE AND REMINDER FROM A DOCTOR WHO SURVIVED DACHAU
BY
Barry Austin Good>ield, Ph.D., DABFM
The overwhelming events at the Tree of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh awakened me in the middle of the
night generating faces I haven’t seen for decades. For much of the Airst 10 years that I conducted clinical
workshops in Amsterdam nearly half of those who participated where survivors from the concentration
camps.
In my dream I saw H.H. Erdbrink, MD, from the Dutch village of Bussum in Holland. It was the doctor from
Dachau concentration camp who survived and cried in my arms almost 30 years later in one of my
workshops in Amsterdam.
His face was alive and this time speaking to me. He was holding me, unlike last time decades ago, when I
held him in my arms as whaling sounds came out of him the likes of which no human being should ever
hear or know they could exist within a person. Dutch, Hebrew, or English the language was superAluous,
the message undeniable and overwhelming. I can hear it at this very moment. The message was, “Barry,
remember our gift to you. We gave you tools, are you going to use them?”
It was 3 AM and the next thing I knew I was standing upright knowing the mandate and hearing the
words from a new friend and colleague. It was Dick Toliver.
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Col. Richard Toliver, US Air Force retired, has just join the Board of Operation New Outlook, our 5013c
with a mission to help our veterans suffering from Post Traumatic Stress (Disorder).
Prior to Col. Toliver joining our board he gave me a copy of his book, An Unchained Eagle, that chronicled
his adventures, lessons, and messages learn during his life and career.
He spoke of his meeting with a man many years ago when he was young and growing up. “No man can
ride your back if you walk upright. It is not so much what you are called, but what you answer to. Never
allow anyone to cause you to hate; let love be the redeeming quality as we face the challenges ahead.”
As I thought of Pittsburgh and the assault on our humanity Dick Toiler’s words that he recalled from one
of his Airst meetings with Dr. Martin Luther King resonated as I stood in the dark seeing Dr. Erdbrink’s
questioning face.
The closed Aloodgates open with more faces and sounds of those whose life I touched and whose life so
profoundly inAluence mine. Maybe now it’s time for action again.
Some years ago a group of dignitaries in Washington DC wanted to take
me on a special tour of the Holocaust Museum. It had something to do
with the work I had done with survivors.
I repeatedly advise them that this was not a good idea. I simply did not
want to relive those moments that ripped my heart and etched my soul.
With their repeated insistence I accepted this honor. My wife, daughter
and I where escorted into Washington’s tribute to the Holocaust and its
survivors.
The pressure built in my chest as we walked down Ailled with sights that Alooded my mind and body with
sounds that somehow seems oh so familiar to me. What I feared would happen exploded in me. The
repressed feelings shut down for all of those years demanded expression—there was simply nothing I
could do — the feelings had to come out.
The sounds, faces and torment shot through me just as if I had escaped from one of those death camps. In
no way, would I even suggest that I could really know the individual pain and loss of those who did escape
and survive. But what I can say is that I know without any doubt that the collective pain I dealt with of the
survivors wanted and got expression Ainally. My cup was full! And those feelings were going to come out!
As much as I try to control myself I could not. Dizzy and dazed I made my way out sobbing and apologetic.
The cumulative reality of the overwhelming inhumanity, injustice and cold-blooded brutality simply was
too much.
In retrospect this is what I have dedicated my life’s work to those who have experienced trauma. Don’t
hold back, let it out. Those feelings do not go away, they go down inside of you waiting for a moment when
they can Aind expression and reduce the imbalance that goes with the denial.
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Dr. Erdbrink gave me a self portrait, and it was no longer one of my most treasured paintings hanging on
my wall but his face was speaking directly to me, “We gave you tools, are you going to use them?”
The answer was clear when the sun was out in the East and later the West coast. The teachers who taught
me about courage, integrity and survival skills would like me to offer their wisdom and their approach to
learning to live after such a horrendous event as the recent attack on the humanity by a deranged
individual. I called, wrote and asked friends “Do you know anybody associated with the Synagogue in
Pittsburgh, if so; can you get my message to them?”
PTS(D) on some level reAlects an unconscious decision to not fully deal with a trauma that you have just
experienced at the moment it occurred. This of course makes sense. It takes time to decode and debrief
events that are overwhelming at the moment they occur.
The events experienced by the survivors of the Pittsburgh
Holocaust are best addressed using the tools given to me by all
of those who opened their hearts and heads in my workshops.
They demonstrated the need to not hold back or holding the
pain that poisons people with the words of overwhelming
despair that can ruminate unless they are openly expressed in
an environment that is safe and managed by those skills in
dealing with these issues.
In no way I suggest that I am the only one who has the tools,
techniques and talent. What I am suggesting however, is that the extraordinary lessons that I learned
from individuals like Dr. Erdbrink and so many others, could reduce the pain and restore balance. Don’t
hold the feelings back, let it out!
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